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africa re:load 2013

A

frica re:load, our annual convention of in-

isting projects, as well as the conception of new

novators, collaborators and social entrepre-

ones. Examples of outcomes include a collabora-

neurs from Africa & Europe was held July of 2013,

tive businessplan for the establishment of new

for the third time in Weimar. Once again, we

innovation hubs, a network for sustainable de-

hosted an interesting mix of action-oriented Af-

centralized infrastructure, a “maker tour” con-

rican and European participants from academia,

necting African tech-hubs and the groundwork

private sector and development cooperation, in-

for international academic institutional coopera-

cluding both new and familiar faces.

tion in experimental architecture.

This year’s event, themed “transition”, empha-

africa re:load again meant a welcome opportuni-

sized the creative potentials provided to those

ty for members of existing icehubs to exchange

individuals and societies who find themselves

experiences and discuss strategies, as well as for

in a state of passage. The workshop format was

encounters with other individuals and organiza-

designed to allow a closer look at such transitory

tions interested in expanding the network into

processes within three parallel main tracks, each

new geographic contexts. Longtime ice-partner

of them focused around finding answers to dif-

and africa re:load supporter, Center for Interna-

ferent sets of guiding questions: transmit dealt

tional Migration & Development (CIM), plays an

with changes in educational systems and insti-

important role in these developments through

tutions, concepts of professional development

their “returning” and “integrated experts” pro-

and emerging informal learning environments,

grams, as well as their support for diaspora

transform looked at the development of African

networks in Germany. An example of how these

urban centers, rapidly growing from tradition-

synergies work out in practice is provided by

ally rooted rural settlements into internationally

Freweini Mamai who through the support of

networked mega-cities, while transcend reflect-

CIM can now link her background as an active

ed upon migrants’ potential role as accelerators

member of the Ethiopian diaspora community

of innovation due to their transitory position be-

in Germany to her new challenges as iceaddis

tween cultural spheres and geographic contexts.

space manager in Addis Ababa. Further related

The activity- and output-driven workshop format

conference output include a diaspora business

also stipulated interaction between the tracks

plan competition and a new project of artistic

and the formation of cross-disciplinary action

research on migrants’ influence on innovation

teams aimed at the further development of ex-

processes.

Jörn Schultz, icebauhaus
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OPEN SPACE

SICU – RESEARCH vs PRACTICE
by Brook Teklehaimanot, EiABC
SICU, “Sustainable Incremental Construction Unit”, is an experimental process

#OSWARRAP – South Sudan Open Systems Strategy by Clemens

oriented building prototype, created in a

Lerche, agency for open culture & critical transformation Berlin

real environment with real site conditions
in a highly dense neighborhood of Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia through participatory design involving architecture teachers, students, neighborhood administration and
local dwellers. The project aims to research
a parallel strategy to the existing governmental housing project by experimenting
with innovative and cost efficient prefab

Tackling the many challenges in creating

own ‘sharable memory’ resources with

stable peace and democracy, South Sudan,

which to build new narratives to address

the newest United Nations member state,

key challenge areas such post-conflict dia-

has a unique window of opportunity to ap-

logue, improving education and economic

ply the power of open systems solutions to

development, or simply enabling new forms

become the model of innovation and sus-

of communication with officials to improve

tainability. r0g-media`s #OSWARRAP initi-

government responsiveness with its citi-

ative aims to help communities create their

zens.

construction techniques and materials.
AfricaHackTrip
by Victoria Wenzelmann
The AfricaHackTrip will take place in September 2013 and span the whole month
Sauti ya wakulima – Mobile based farmers knowledge network

with 5-7 destination in East, Southern, and

by Eugenio Tisselli, Z-Node Barcelona

Western Africa. We are a group of develop-

Sauti ya wakulima, “The voice of the farm-

ing changes in climate and interview other

ers & designers from Europe and the United

ers”, is a collaborative knowledge base cre-

farmers, thus expanding their network of

States, curious about the emerging African

ated by farmers from the Bagamoyo District

social relationships. By communicating

tech hubs we keep hearing about lately.

in Tanzania by gathering audiovisual evi-

their observations to extension officers and

We want to explore and connect with the

dence of their practices using smartphones

scientific researchers, who can be in remote

emerging African tech communities, get

to publish images and voice recordings on

locations, they can participate in the design

to know their creatives, learn about their

the Internet. The farmers document their

of new strategies for adaptation.

projects, challenges, and potentials, whilst

daily practices, report observations regard-

documenting our experiences.
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OPEN SPACE
la Voûte Nubienne – Sustainable

mycel.org – communication in a secure and uninteruptable way

Business with Appropriate Archi-

by Julia Handl, Lisa Kiesel, Ralph Lano, Richard Lucke, Stefan Negele, Pavlina

tecture by Félicité Sène, Association la

Pavlova, Martin Weisse of Georg Simon Ohm University, Nuremberg
With the recent events, the NSA scandal and

are still many areas in the world with basi-

the Arab revolution, we have become aware

cally no or very expensive network cover-

how easy it is to control our information in-

age, hindering modern communication. The

frastructure. But also when natural disaster

project Mycel.org aims at providing an in-

strikes, this infrastructure often has been

suppressible, secure communication infra-

wiped out or is unreliable. In addition, there

structure using smart phones.

Voûte Nubienne
The Association la Voûte Nubienne (AVN), has
been working for 14 years to generate and support a growing market in sustainable housing,
especially in rural areas in the Sahel region of
Africa by successfully implementing a promotional strategy (A Roof + A Skill + A Market) involving the training and support of independent
masons. The Nubian Vault is an ancient timber-

Maabara Aquaponics

less construction technique, which is cheaper,

by Timo Lassak

more comfortable and more environmentally

We are developing low-tech, low-cost aq-

friendly (using only earth for building) than the

uaponics kits for the developing world.

wide-spread iron sheet roofing method.

Maa-Bara means “water farm” and comes
from the Ogoni language of the Niger Delta.
The Maa-Bara system increases food secu-

EPAD – Entrepreneurs Platform of Africa Diaspora

rity by boosting the productivity of small-

by Estifanos Samuel

holder farmers allowing families to grow

Epad’s goal is to empower and prepare

cisive role in terms of entrepreneurship and

their own food at a quantity and quality

skilled returnees by supporting their busi-

as “bridge builders“ between countries. The

they desire in almost any location and in

ness activities. The idea is to get them in-

intention of the EPAD Business Plan Award

places where food has never been grown

volved in the economic development of their

is to train participants on how to develop

before. The output of our system is an em-

countries and to enhance their connection to

business plans and find investors. The win-

powered and employed community which

the medium-sized sector. Support for repat-

ner with the best business idea will be given

grows their own food.

riates is important, because they play a de-

support to start his/her company in Africa.
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innovation
collaboration
entrepreneurship
ice is an ever-growing international network of greentech and social innovation
hubs. Four different icehubs are currently
up and running. Expansion of the network
is currently being planned. The icehubs in
Cairo, Alexandria, Addis Ababa offer support to innovators and their ideas as they
are expected to devise solutions to local and
global challenges within a regional context.
icebauhaus is the German partner in the
international ice network and is geared towards a bottom-up strategy that combines
both local and international trends with
state-of-the-art technological developments.
The icehubs network bring together an eclectic mix of conceptual and increasingly
practical local initiatives, international collaboration, company start-ups, investors,
inspired and curious individuals, technical
and social innovations, improvisatory and
collaborative working methods, along with
high-tech and low-tech – all this in the form
of a flexible matrix.
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africa:reload 2013

PROGRAMME

Thursday, 11 July
Registration & Welcome

Open Ice Network

Open space –

Learn more about the

present your ideas

ice network and our

Check out the projects submitted

principles! Explore the

by our re:load participants.

icehubs network!
FRYday, 12 July
Schlemmer-Inseln –
a participative food course

Opening session

Guided Walk to

General assembly. Intro-

workshop locations

Food & drinks in experimental culinary

duction & sign-up for

pre:flect during a 20 minutes col-

installations designed by Bauhaus archi-

the three main tracks.

laborative morning walk through

tecture students.

the beautiful city of Weimar.

Workshops: Transmit •

Integrative

Transform • Transcend

Presentations / Closing

A total of seven hours to be filled

We bring together and network the

up by short presentations, discus-

insights, ideas and concepts.

sions and collaborative activities.
SATURday, 13 July
Mobile Dinner Box @ Summernight

Project Development /

open-air concert

Collaboration

Enjoy international Jazz star Till Brönner &

Project groups formed at the end of

Band in an open air concert. You will get a care-

the previous workshop day are given

fully prepared snack package.

the opportunity for focussed work.
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TRANSMIT
Learning and Teaching
Most African nations are realizing that

which encourage critical thinking, innova-

their greatest resource (as well as threat)

tion and problem solving or international

is their exponentially growing populations.

networks and access to global knowledge.

As urban populations grow rapidly, young

They are chronically overburdened, under-

people need skills to work their way out of

funded and poorly networked and therefore

poverty and to actively participate in socie-

inflexible to meet the ever more changing

ty. While young Africans have long been de-

demands of the private sector.

nied a quality education and while still half
the world’s out-of-school children remain

On the other hand, different types of paral-

in sub-Saharan Africa, the situation in the

lel and complementing learning infrastruc-

education sector has dramatically improved

tures are rapidly emerging: Web-based

in the last 10 years.

and mobile knowledge & productivity-tools
become ubiquitous, which enable young

“Ethiopia, for example, is making skills

people to take matters into their own hands

development a cornerstone of its ambitious

in self-organized learning environments.

and inclusive growth strategy, with the

Knowledge- and learning-networks and

hope of attaining middle income country

communities of practice emerge from on-

status by 2025” (EFA Global Monitoring Re-

line platforms as well as physical commu-

port, UNESCO 2012). Especially the Higher

nity hubs and labs, promoting co-creation

Education sector has an essential role in

and prototyping as learning methods. In-

developing these skills necessary to bring

ternational Universities are starting to offer

the process of sustainable social, economic

better access to quality education through

and political development to new levels. On

different forms of Massive Open Online

the one hand, institutions of formal higher

Courses (MOOC) and Open Educational Re-

education often have problems of catering

sources (OER). Governmental organizations

to the high population pressure. They are

and NGO offer increased access to informa-

unable to provide equal access, qualified

tion through Open Data and Open Science

Workshop Coordinators:

teaching personnel, teaching content with

portals.

Charlotte Siegerstetter (GIZ)

high local relevance, teaching methods,

Jay Cousins (Open Design City)
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Erick Tambo, UN-University Bonn: “The geo-

Ahmed Bastawy, icealexandria / ro2yaty, Alex-

political changes in Africa in the last dec-

andria: “Egypt as a society is rather based on

ades, the economic potential generated by

vertical than horizontal structures, which

this dynamic argues for a paradigm shift in

also reflects on the university system. In the

the academic, scientific and economic coop-

past years, this system has been questioned

eration between Africa and its international

more and more, turning old values upside

partners. Low technology, appropriate inno-

down. Students often seek to learning en-

vations, action oriented thinking, technol-

vironments apart from university, by partici-

ogy enhanced collaboration, teaching and

pating in trainings and/or getting engaged in

learning, social entrepreneurship, added

civil society and NGO work on a voluntary

value to the remittances, role of the diaspo-

basis. This does not compete with the work

ra in context of migration and development.

of universities but is rather seen as enrich-

These are the indicators of the new dynamic

ment for the students’ own life. Non-formal

mentioned above and discussed during the

education methods should be introduced

convention in contrast to the classical

already in schools. This however needs a re-

concepts of ‘development aid/assistance’”

thinking in the practical training and qualifying of teachers.”

Hart Feuer, Center for Development Research: “As evident by the diversity
of actors in the ‘Transmit’ track, education has moved beyond the traditional domain of trained teachers, administrators and bureaucrats. The
optimistic orientation on educational mobility, technology for choice
and accessibility, and on non-traditional learning and entrepreneurialism suggest that higher education is now a transnational good. We
nonetheless had to sit back to consider the ethical challenges this represents and what the national experience contributes.”
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TRANSFORM
Building and Living
The urbanization rate in Africa is higher

and practice become the three important

than any other region of the world and in

pillars of such projections. Hence collabora-

the coming years it is projected to grow

tive and interdisciplinary discussion about

even more. Unlike other regions of the

these elements becomes fruitful in order to

world, the phenomenon of urbanization in

seek an action-oriented strategy.

Africa is fueled by a unique combination of
forces: Population growth, economic growth,

Cities are the primary venue for transforma-

emerging industrialization and poverty.

tions in their both physical and nonphysical
assemblages.

Spatial (environmental), economic, cultural
and political reorganizations are character-

Architecture, construction and planning are

istics of this complex phenomenon. In Afri-

key fields, which operate on the frontline on

ca, guiding such a multifold transformation

such societal transformation. The produc-

is a daunting task for political, social and

tion of livable cities and buildings; and the

academic establishments which themselves

construction of efficient and effective infra-

are in the state of continuous transforma-

structures of communication, health, and

tion in order to adapt to the ever changing

education are the major tasks of these fields

and uncertain global realities. In order to

that demand creativity based on the sound

approach the challenge in a more pragmatic

understanding of contextual social, politi-

sense, much beyond the over simplified pre-

cal and environmental realities. Guiding

scriptions of ‘stop population growth!’ and

the spatial dimension of the transformation

‘stop exploiting the environment!’, it is nec-

processes calls for an extended but prag-

essary to first ask the right questions more

matic intervention ranging from designing

broadly and open heartedly so as to ground

a household utensil up to an urban plan; in-

our projections of the future on sound un-

ventions of new tools and materials based

derstanding.

on socio-ecological understanding up to formulating complex policies and strategies for

Referring to the fair way that the human habitat shall be organized; education, research

equitable development.

Workshop Coordinators:
Zegeye Cherenet (HafenCity Universität Hamburg)
Dirk Donath (Bauhaus Universität Weimar)
Christian Bauriedel (American University Cairo)
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Hany Abo el Wafa, TU Munich: “IIt was a great

Martin Sobota, cityförster: “Our experience is that Africa’s urbanization

opportunity to meet the ‘transformers’

and rapid development is also shifting the scale of projects. For exam-

that are currently active on the African

ple, once you move from a rural setting to the urban, not only do the

Continent. I have learned about their differ-

problems get more complex, the solutions also demand a much more

ent initiatives and methods in their efforts

formal and organized approach, simply because projects need to be

to steer the chaotic process of urbaniza-

properly tendered for construction. Also, urban Africa isn’t as fasci-

tion in Africa. We worked together in small

nated with its own vernacular tradition as we are. Architects and ur-

groups and defined what would be needed

banists shouldn’t miss that chance. We should embrace for example

from both research and practice and how

mass-housing, planning and industrial development of materials and

each could contribute in his own way. I tru-

bring those issues into our discourse. We have a lot of professional ex-

ly appreciate the innovators network that I

pertise to bring in and shouldn’t leave these jobs to the market.”

have acquired during the Africa re:load and
looking forward to the fruitful cooperation that would result from such a broad
network.”
Dr. Cornelia Redeker, associate prof. Architecture and Urban Design, German University Cairo: “Africa reload is a rare format
and a great place for exchange with people who are involved in transformation
projects and the icehubs. From sustainable
large-scale commissions for public clients
to decentralized sanitation, an interesting
collection of presentations gave an overview of the broadness of topics at hand. To
tap educational programs for research
and development projects seems like a
good way to go. For future events it would
be great to involve the industry more.”
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TRANSCEND
Innovation and Migration
In each country or cultural context the term

to both their country of origin and host

innovation has a different meaning, based

country, even upon return to the former.

on diverse cultural, economic, political and

These networks can function as bridges,

social values. Global innovation reports

narrowing the gaps between the different

usually discuss the country performance

educational systems, market contexts and

but also what companies are doing and

cultures of two countries, e.g. the country

should be doing to spur innovation, but ig-

of origin and the host country of a migrant.

nore the cultural context. By the choice of

They can support individuals before they

those categories of innovation, mutual in-

travel abroad, they can provide both a vi-

novation indexes exclude countries that do

sion and guidance for people abroad who

not fit in the western dominated categories

consider returning, and they can help re-

of innovation.

turnees to maintain their academic and professional ties to their former host country

A decisive factor for learning, the develop-

upon their return to the country of origin.

ment and the acquisition of new knowledge
is interaction. Innovation is often created

To accomplish this, the support networks

by re-combining existing knowledge. Inter-

need increased visibility and accessibility

action is favored through geographic close-

in both countries. They should aim at pro-

ness, but interaction can also take place

viding easy central (virtual) access to in-

crossing borders. For developing countries

formation & contacts targeted to individual

which often lack a critical mass of innova-

needs, but also provide opportunities of

tive companies and research institutions,

physical encounters and participation in

external influences and transnational coop-

collaborative projects. An ongoing com-

eration is of utmost importance in order to

munity based process of exchanging ideas

stimulate and enable innovation.

through internet platforms as well as moderated physical meetings of the core mem-

Migrants can play a decisive role in this

bers are the essential instruments to build

context as they often times maintain links

up a continuous growing network.

Workshop Coordinators:
Stephanie Deubler (GIZ)
Christiane Kilian (neudeli)
Kokebe Hailegabriel (CIM)
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Eskinder Mamo, Deutsch-Äthiopischer Studenten & Akademiker Verein:
“Transnational diaspora networks can enable countries of origin to
benefit from highly skilled migrants by facilitating knowledge and technology transfer. An increasing use of ICT like mobile communication or
networked digital devices provide new opportunities for efficient interaction between the Diaspora and those living in Africa, e.g. in the education sector. Furthermore the diaspora stay connected with their countries of origin, consequently increasing self-awareness of their dual
identity.”

Leda Hernandez, Honduras Global: “There is

Helge Oder, Dipl. Des., Bauhaus University

no doubt that Migrants are of great value

Weimar: “Transnational diaspora is an im-

to the social and economic development of

portant factor of the creation of cultural

the country of origin. Their expertice need

sustainability. On the one hand, the transfer

only to be channelled through function-

of knowledge and the successful launch-

ing structures envisioning the same goals.

ing of projects and businesses in the origin

Awareness of this potential enables thus

countries. On the other hand, the attitude

the exchange of innovative ideas, giving way

of returning migrants fostered by the ex-

to active networking. South-South coop-

perience of transculturalism and postna-

erations could also be an important mo-

tionalism and the entering in new spaces of

tor to promote innovations and therefore

possibillities. This attitude, that is an inher-

should be anchored within the ICEbauhaus

ently part of these projects and created

activities.”

artifacts can be experienced by many stakeholders. The continuative effects driven
by this and the role of new structures of
communality behind has to be researched
and communicated.”
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